
PLAYER GUIDE

45-120 Minutes Ages 10 and up1-5 Players



Perpetuity (A) is an artificial star with 4 orbiting planets (B).  Alien satellites known 
as Protectors (C) orbit each planet and keep the forces of Perpetuity in balance.

A
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Players manage their own resources 
and facilities at the space station 
represented by player boards (H).

H

The shielded space station (G) provides 
protection from the forces of Perpetuity 
and has facilities for shipbuilding, 
upgrades, repairs and recruitment.

J L

Ships can be built from blueprints (J) 
gained from the shipyard (K).  When a 
ship is built, the blueprint is turned 
over (L) and can be used for missions.

Upgrades for 
ships can be 
bought from the 
shipyard (K).

Research can be done to unlock 
special upgrades and abilities.

A nearby Nebula (E) provides 
fuel (     ) for travel between the 
space station and planets.

The colonies (F) provides food
(      ) for supporting workers and 

rescue efforts.

An asteroid field (D) outside the 
system provides a rich source of 
ore (      ) for repairs, ships and 

upgrades.

W ELCOME TO PERPETUITY
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All alien villages have been 
rescued OR All missions have 

been completed.

Missions cannot be completed 
OR Perpetuity completes its 
missions (when using 
Perpetuity’s cards).

Victory Defeat

SOLO

Gain the highest skill points 
through repairs, exploration, 

rescues, research and upgrades.

Perpetuity completes all it’s 
missions.

Victory

Defeat

COMPETITIVE

Complete all missions before the 
end of the game.

OR
Mortals are defeated.

All alien villages have been 
taken or lost.

Victory

Defeat

ALL MODES*

All alien villages have been 
rescued.

Any alien or worker is killed
OR Space station is destroyed
OR Perpetuity completes all its 

missions.

Victory

Defeat

COOPERATIVE

Players use workers to accomplish tasks, 
collect resources and perform missions in 

three game modes:

Unlock abilities and use Space, Time, 
Matter and Gravity to strike, hinder and 

dissuade the mortal invaders:

Perpetuity as a player is optional.  
Games with only mortal players can 
use the Perpetuity cards to mimic 
Perpetuity’s actions.

Perpetuity as a player is not 
available in Solo modes.

PLAY AS PERPETUITY PLAY AS A MORTAL

In Perpetuity: Grave Descent, players can choose to play one of the mortal heroes or to 
optionally play the immortal Perpetuity itself.
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Place resources, artifacts and markers near the board.

Mortal players choose a player board, player pieces and resources shown 
on player board.  Player 2 receives 1 extra resource, player 3 receives 2, etc.  
Perpetuity player receives Perpetuity board and avatar markers.

Connect the 3 periphery sections and influence counter to the center frame.

Use the following steps to setup the game:

1
2
3

4

5

6

77

8

9
10

11
12
13

Place the rotating mainboard on top of the center frame.  Place a energy 
marker (     ) on the center of Perpetuity.  Place 4 planet tiles with 1 of each 
protector on the mainboard.  

Place the space station and shield on open side of game board.  Flip work 
tiles to side B.  Place 5 energy markers (     ) on the shield.

Shuffle the research cards.  Place 3 cards face up and the remaining in a 
draw pile.

Match the 16 work tiles with their respective areas with the A side face up.

Place 3 upgrade tiles face up near the board and the remaining tiles in a 
draw pile.

Place the 4 matching damage tiles for the space station with the damage 
side down. Set the remaining damage tiles face down in a draw pile near the 
board.

Shuffle planet cards (      ) and place in a draw pile.

Draw 2 random damage tiles.  Place with matching work tiles (images 
should match).  Add warning markers (     ) to work tiles and energy 
markers (     ) to the 3.

Place ship blueprints and ship meeples near the board.
Place alien meeples and artifacts (       ) on the 4 planets:

Select a random assortment of alien meeples 
based on quanity from table.
Choose a planet to start with and move 
clockwise.
Roll 3 discover dice and place meeples 
matching number of icons on the planet.

For each alien meeple with an artifact icon, 
place a single artifact on the same planet.

Repeat until draw bag is empty.

Repeat process for remaining artifacts.
- For increased difficulty add 1 - 2 additional 

meeples per player.

x 4 x 21

x 7 x 32

x 11 x 43

x 15 x 54

Players:

Today we discovered 
the remains of the 
Nadalan.  The debris 
was found near a 
strange planet with a 
series of rings.  As 
we approached the 
planet, we got our planet, we got our 
first glimpse of 
Perpetuity.  In 
moments our lead 
ship was destroyed 
and several shuttles 
took heavy damage 
from some kind of from some kind of 
planetary defense 
satellites. We were 
able to maneuver 
around them, but our 
engine was damaged, 
forcing us to land on 
the planet.  the planet.  To our 
surprise, we found 
the planet inhabited 
and several of the 
freighter crew among 
them. 

Xi Nil
Dilnaran rescue fleet pilot
13-12-21.2

GAME SETUP
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MORTALS

Choose a game mode:

Choose the number of mortal players:
(Not counting the Perpetuity player)

Station:
Training Center
Side A

Nebula:
Research Center

Side B

Place 2 player markers in your 
warehouse.

Turn the following work tiles to the 
indicated side.

Place a level 3 and 1 worker in staff 
quarters.  These are your hired workers.

STAFF QUARTERS

3 or 4

Cooperative

Collect an additional artifact and 4 player 
markers.  Add them to your warehouse.

Turn the following work tiles to side B.  
These will begin as upgraded work tiles.

Colonies:
Abandoned Planet

Asteroids:
Comms Array

Nebula:
Research Station

Place a level 3 and 2 worker in staff 
quarters.  These are your hired workers.

Choose the side of the player board 
for competitive and collect the 
indicated starting resources. Players 
compete for the highest victory 
points, while trying to prevent 
Perpetuity from 
completing its 
missions.missions.

Choose the side of the player board 
for cooperative and collect the 
indicated starting resources. Players 
work together to evacuate all alien 
villages from the system. Game is 
lost if any alien 
villages or 
workers are lost.workers are lost.

STAFF QUARTERS

1 or 2

Competitive

Initial series of 
controlled bursts on 
anterior side of the 
3rd satellite have 
shown a weakening of 
the exterior casing.  I 
have canceled the 
remaining bursts to remaining bursts to 
monitor the erratic 
changes to the energy 
being emitted.  I will 
continue to monitor 
for the remainder of 
the cycle before 
completing the completing the 
remainder of the 
bursts.

Experiment log 23
Axiom 4 Lead scientist team
3-12-19.8

PLAYER SETUP

Level 3 Level 2 Level 1

W orker levels
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PERPETUITY

DEDICATED PLAYERDAM AGE ONLY

Select the missions (      ) below and place 
face up.  Place 2 avatars next to the 

mission cards.

All actions on behalf of Perpetuity are 
managed by the mortal players via cards.

Player becomes Perpetuity and controls 
all aspects of the entity.

A B

2b
Choose a side of the Perpetuity 
player board.  Draw mission cards 
(      ) equal to the number of slots 
on top of the board (A).  Mission 
levels (B) must total 6 or higher.  
Keep missions secret from mortal 
players.

PLAYERCARDS ONLY

2a
Place a random level 2 mission 
card (      ) face up.  Place a 
random level 3 mission card face 
down.  Place 2 avatars next to the 
mission cards.

CARDS ONLY

Draw the top card of 3 random 
force card decks and place one 
on each of the 3 periphery 
sections in the card outline (A) 
face up.

Example:

A

3a

PLAYER

Place avatar tokens on 
Perpetuity player board in the 
unlocked circles.

3b

Place force cards face down 
in 4 piles in descending order 

(1 on top).

CARDS ONLY

1

Choose how Perpetuity will be played:
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Example 1 - Success:
Worker is higher than die result. 
(Level 3 worker vs level 1 roll)

Example 2 - Failure:
Worker is lower than die result. 
(Level 1 worker vs level 3 roll)

When a worker uses one or more skill dice, each die 
is successful when an equal or lower worker icon is 
rolled.  Roll is always a failure when a red      is rolled.

Skill dice resolve many interactions in the game.  
Higher level workers are favored on each dice.

Worker success rate:
Level 1 = 50%
Level 2 = 67%
Level 3 = 83%

Skill dice

A

B 3

4 2

1

Planet A is in range of 
the Asteroids (1) and 
Nebula (2) and is 
influenced by the force 
card (4).

Planet B is in range of 
the space station (3).

Example:

A planet is in range of a periphery system when any 
part of it is within the quadrant markers on each 
side.

When a planet is in range of a quadrant marker, 
force cards directed at the planet (4) will influence 
any ships attempting to land or leave.

An example of when range is important is when using    
         a Comms Array (Asteroids and Space station), 
Only     planets in range of the work tile can be 
            contacted.

Planet range

EVERYONE

THINGS TO KNOW

Understanding forces

Gravity
A strong focus on damage and production 
interference.

Matter
The art of changing resources from one thing 
to another.

Space
The movement of workers or ships to other 
places.  The hiding of resources and objects.

Time
The manipulation of levels, workers, tiles and 
ships through stopping or slowing time.

Each set of 6 force cards focuses on a particular 
set of characteristics that can help guide your 
strategic choices in the game.

Each tree of force cards culminates in a 
level 6 card that is automatically unlocked 
when level 5 is reached.  Level 6 cards 
can be used a single time in the game 
once Perpetuity has reached level 3.

The level of Perpetuity is identified by the number 
of energy markers placed in the center of the 
main board:

Perpetuity’s level influences how difficult force 
cards and damage are in each round.

Perpetuity is level 2.
Example:

Perpetuity Level

8

PERPETUITY
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Player immunity

Player skills

There are 5 types of alien villages in the game.

Each player has an immunity to one of the 4 forces in 
the game.  Workers equal to or higher than Perpetuity 
will be immune to the influences of cards 
with that type of force.

When Perpetuity is higher than an 
immune worker, the worker can roll a 
skill die to attempt to avoid the 
influence of the card.

Each player has special skill that is unique to them.  This 
allows for some variety in the way the player might 
approach different things in the game.  Refer to player 
board for details.

Discover dice
Each discover die has a 50/50 chance of rolling an icon.  
These are used in exploration for artifacts and when 
interacting with alien zealot villages.

Income
Players collect income each round.  In addition to the 
initial income, players can upgrade work tiles on the 
main board to receive additional types of income.

INCOME

Anook has an 
immunity to Gravity

Player receives 1 ore 
each round.

Artifacts

Icon legend

Artifacts are used throughout the game to recharge the 
shield, negotiate with alien villages and to pay for any 
single purchase.  Artifacts can be discovered on the 
planets or found occasionally on the Abandoned planet 
in the Colonies periphery.

An artifact token
Abandoned planet 

work tile

Fuel

Evac
capacity

Cargo
capacity

Ore Food

Travel

New
Recruit

Load and
Repair

Build Ship Shipyard

Contact
Planet Artifact

Quantity based on level
of worker

Level
Upgrade

Hull
Strength

+1

Believers
They do not need negotiations, and will leave the 
planet with any ship that will carry them.

Skeptics
These groups will negotiate if you offer at least 
one resource they have an affinity towards.

Zealots
These groups will not negotiate, but if you recover 
an artifact on the planet as a gift, you might get a 
chance to win their trust.

Alien villages

MORTALS
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Once per round you can choose to skip a turn without using 
an avatar.  This allows you to wait and see what the mortal 
players might choose to do.

Energy burst
Each revealed mission has a special skill called 
a Energy burst that can be used once in the 
game.  Use an avatar to use the Energy burst.  
When complete, tuck mission card under the 
player board to indicate it has been used.  Set 
an avatar near the card.

A list of all the mission cards and how they 
work can be found on page 20.

Skip a turn

Use an avatar to reveal a completed mission.  Place mission 
face up on top of the player board.  Only 1 mission can be 
revealed per round.  Place avatar near the card.

When only a single mission remains it is placed face up 
immediately next to player board.  This allows the mortal 
players to prepare for your final mission.

When a mission has been revealed, the 
bottom half of the card (the Energy burst) is 
unlocked.

Example:
A level 3 mission has been 
completed (A). The level 4 
mission is placed face up 
near the board (B).

A

B

Complete mission

Draw a force card from the 
discard pile and place it in your 
hand.  Place avatar near discard 
pile.

Recover force card

Move a force card to an open spot 
or swap two force cards already in 
play.  Place avatar near one of the 
cards.

Swap or move force card

(1) Influences the adjacent tile only.
(2) Influences all the tiles in the periphery.
(3) Influences any planets in range of the quadrant marker.

Location of a force card determines the influence:

3

2 1

Place a card from your hand next to an open work tile (1), 
periphery outline (2) or a quadrant marker (3).  Place an 
avatar near action to track completed actions.

Place force card

Only when Perpetuity is played by a dedicated player will 
these actions apply.  Skip this page for Damage or Card only.!

Avatars [     ] represent the influence of Perpetuity.  An unlocked avatar is used as a single action once per round.  
Place avatar near result of action.

AS PERPETUITY
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Negotiation:
Use a player marker (    )  to negotiate with an 
alien village in range of the work 
tile (see page 14).

Ship rescue:
Attempt to transport a stranded ship back to 
the space station (see page 15).

Communications Array:
Located on the space station and in the Asteroids.

Team growth:

Recruitment center:
Hire level 1 worker.  New worker can be 
used next round. Maximum of 2 level 1 
workers at a time.

Training center:
Discard level 1 worker and replace with a 
level 2.  To be used next round.

Shipyard:

Blueprint
Use to build a ship.  Place 
face up until built.

Ship upgrade
Buy 1 visible upgrade or 
draw tiles equal to 
worker level and buy 1.

Player marker
Used to upgrade a work tile (see page 12) or 
negotiate with alien villages (see page 14).

The space station work tiles perform the following critical 
mission functions:

Purchase 1 of the following with a single 
worker for 2 ore each.

Mission control

Example:
A level 2 worker is placed on 
the tile, pays 1 fuel and 
collects 2 ore.

Once a worker is placed on a work tile, before action is 
completed, worker must identify if tile is influenced by a force 
card (see page 12-13).

When no force card is active, worker completes action 
immediately when placed.

Shuttles are unloaded after all workers have been placed.

Move clockwise to each shuttle, starting from the space 
station.

Unload shuttle in order from 1 to 4.

Workers move to a valid work tile, force card or remain on 
the shuttle until the end of the round.

Work tiles on the Space station and ship boards are acted on 
immediately.  Nebula, Asteroids and Colonies can only be 
reached by shuttle.  To use a shuttle, place a worker on the 
next open spot.

Pay

Collect
No equal or higher worker is 

on the tile.

Worker can pay the tile cost.

Both main and ship boards contain work tiles.  Work tiles 
can be used when:

Work tile

Shuttle

Workers can be placed in two general areas:

Place a worker

Mortal players use workers to collect resources, repair, build, negotiate and fly missions.  Each player takes turns 
placing hired workers.  Each hired worker can only be used once per round.

AS MORTALS
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Perpetuity can influence tiles or planets with force cards.  Any 
worker who uses an influenced tile or planet will also be 
influenced unless:

Active forces

Repair with any worker by paying the cost in Ore as shown 
by the energy marker.  Leave worker on tile and discard 
damage tile.  No other work is performed by worker.

Keep energy marker for points in competitive play.

Repair tiles

Example:

Red worker repairs 
tile for 4 ore and 
discards the damage 
tile and tokens.

Yellow worker can 
use all tiles except 
tile with the red level 
3 worker.

Upgrade an undamaged tile from side A to B with a 
player marker (     ) from your warehouse.  Turn tile 
over, place worker and marker on the tile.  Marker will 
remain on the tile.  Add resource from game supply to 
an open income slot (A).  Pay cost if income slot is 
locked (B).  New income is based on location of 
upgrade:

Space station: choose any resource.

Nebula = fuel, asteroids = ore, colonies = food.
INCOME

BA

Worker upgrades an asteroid 
tile and begins collecting an 
ore income.

W ork tile upgrades

B
A

C

When a main board work tile is damaged the following 
occurs:

Damaged tiles can be used, but worker must roll a 
successful skill die.  If roll fails, worker is disabled for 
the round and tile damage advances.

Warning markers reminds players of damage (A).

Energy markers (B) track cost of repair.

When marker reaches [C], work tile is removed 

permanently.

Damaged tiles

Collect by worker level:
Gain indicated resource equal to woker 
level.  (i.e. Level 3 collects 3 resources). 
Upgraded side B removes cost.

Collect 2 resources:
Any worker level gains exactly 2 resources.   
Upgraded side B removes cost.

Convert, Refine, Process:
Select up to 3 resources matching bottom 
icons.  Roll skill die to determine success. 

Failure:
Discard 1 resource on failure.Success:

Discard initial resources.  Select double the resources (side A) 
or triple (side B) matching the top icon.  With multiple top 
icons, choose what resources are collected.

A maximum of 10 of each resource can be held in your 
warehouse at a time.  Extra is discarded.

Collect and convert resources.

Resource tiles

AS MORTALS
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Use a worker on any space station work tile to recharge 
the shield by discarding an artifact.  Turn the shield back 
over to be face up.  Place remaining energy tokens back on 
the shield.  Damaged tiles must still be repaired.

Use a worker on any space station work tile when the shield is 
active to place a single artifact on the end of the shield.  This 
becomes a reserve if the shield drops to 0 energy.  When that 
happens the artifact will be discarded and the shield recharges 
without failing.  Only 2 artifacts can be placed in reserve at a 
time.

Shield reserves

Shield repair

When the shield fails, one of the energy markers (    ) is 
discarded.  The shield can only ever recharge to the 
remaining markers.  The shield is placed face down, and all 
space station work tiles become damaged or are advanced 
to next damage level when already damaged.

Shield failure

Roll skill dice equal in number to the level of Perpetuity.  All skill 
dice must be successful to discard force card.  Regardless of 
the outcome, worker has no further actions.

Force cards follow all the general rules of a work tile:

Clearing force cards

Worker must be placed on the card to attempt to clear it.

Card must not have an equal or higher worker.

Shuttle is used to reach cards in the periphery systems.

Example:

Perpetuity is level 1.

Yellow worker attempts to 
clear top right force card 
and fails by rolling a higher 
level.  Card remains and 
worker stays on tile.

Red worker clears force card by 
rolling a successful skill die.  
Force card is discarded and 
worker stays on card outline.

Research:
Buy 1 visible research card or draw cards 
equal to worker level and buy 1.

Abandoned Planet:
Upgrade work tile to explore and discover 
artifacts.  Roll discover dice equal to the 
worker level and collect 1 artifact for each 
icon.

Seek artifacts and unlock research to provide powerful 
tools.

Research

Influences all tiles in the Colonies

Influences the top 
left tile only

Perpetuity’s level is equal to the number of energy 
markers (      ) on the center of game board.

Worker can choose to use 
an influenced work tile, but 
will be subject to the 
consequences.  More than 
1 influence can be active on 
a tile.

Active forces cont.
Player has matching immunity on the player board.
AND player is equal or higher than Perpetuity.

AS MORTALS
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Travel:

Each movement between adjacent 
planets or between the space station 
and an adjacent planet costs a 
single canister of fuel.  Discard 
fuel immediately after each 
movement.

If a ship runs out of fuel it can be recovered using the 
      Comms Array or can land on the planet and collect 
          fuel in the next round (see page 15).

Use the travel work tile on the ship to move 
around the system.  Ship must have at least 
1 fuel and hull strength.  Level of ship is 
equal to the level of the highest pilot.  Once 
a pilot is placed on the travel work tile, it can 

1 
Fuel

1
Fuel

Load and repair:
Use a worker to add any number of 
resources to the hull strength, cargo 
hold and/or fuel tank.

Once built, the ship board has 2 work tiles:

Buy a blueprint from the Shipyard.  Place blueprint side up.  
Use work tile on the blueprint to build the ship.  Turn ship 
board over and claim matching 
ship meeple.  Fill hull 
strength with 
ore from 
game supply.

Performing rescue missions requires the building of a 
ship and travel to the planets:

Build a ship:

Build
Example

Rescue mission

Believers
Arrive at the planet with an open evac spot (      ) 
and they will simply leave with you.

Skeptics
Use the Comms Array to negotiate.  Place a 
player marker (     ) next to the alien village.  Take 
a resource matching their affinity to the planet.  
Discard the resource, load alien village and take 
your player marker when you leave the planet.

Zealots
Perform the Recover artifact or Explore action 
(see page 15) to collect an artifact while on the 
planet.  Give the artifact to the zealot village as a 
gift (discard the artifact).

Roll 3 discover dice.   For each icon rolled give a 
resource to the zealot village.  If you insufficient 
resources in your cargo hold, the negotiations 
fail.  In all cases, the artifact is discarded.

The zealot village 
requires 2 of any 
resource before they 
will board your ship.

Each of the alien villages requires a slightly different 
approach to evacuation:

ANegotiate
Example:

Negotiate
Examples:

The zealot village does 
not require any 
resources.

Negotiations

AS MORTALS
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Stranded ships

When the hull strength hits 0 for a ship taking damage, the 
ship will crash on the planet.  Pilot remains on the ship and 
can perform no other actions that round.  Additional 
workers on the ship can perform an action in the current 
round (see Working on a planet).

When a ship runs out of fuel it can stay in orbit or land on 
the planet.  When a ship is in orbit, pilot can use the load 
action during the next round if fuel is in the cargo hold.  If 
no fuel is available, the ship must be recovered using the 
Comms Array.

When a ship is on a planet, you will need to roll for 
damage to get past the protectors.  Level of ship is used 
for each die.  Ship crashes back on the planet if any of the 
dice fail.

Hull strength shows the amount of damage a ship can 
take before crashing.  Damage occurs 
when a ship attempts to land or 
leave a planet.

Roll for damage anytime you approach or leave a planet.  
Roll skill dice equal to the level of Perpetuity and remove 
ore from hull strength for any failed dice.

Example:
Perpetuity is level 3.  Worker rolls 
3 dice and ship takes 1 damage.

Example:
Ship returns to 
player board.

Example:
Ships crashes back 
on the planet.

Recovery mission:
The Comms Array at the space station and in the 
Asteroids can be used to attempt a recovery mission.  
Planet must be in range of the work tile.

When a ship is in orbit without fuel, the recovery 
mission is immediately successful.  Return the ship to 
the player board.

Repair:
Place a worker on the load and repair work tile for your 
ship.  Pilot can leave immediately without an additional 
action when the ship has at least 1 hull strength and 1 fuel.

x 2

Ship damage

Collect resources
You can collect any combination of 
resources equal to your worker level.  Any 
resources beyond your ships cargo capacity 
are discarded.

Recover artifact
Recover a single artifact if any remain on the 
planet.  You must have room in your cargo 
hold.  Place the artifact in your cargo hold.

Explore
When no artifacts are visible on the planet, roll a 
single discover die and collect an artifact if the 
roll was successful.  If roll fails, no further work is 
done by the worker.

When your ship is on a planet, you can perform a single 
action with any worker on the ship.  The pilot cannot 
perform an action in the same round as the ship 
arriving.  The following work actions are available:

W orking on a planet

AS MORTALS
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FOR PERPETUITYFOR MORTALS

3. Chain reaction

A

C
B

Remove work tiles from game if damage has reached the last 
damage indicator.  Place matching damage tiles face up on 
adjacent work tiles and add markers :

Example:
Tile C is destroyed and removed from the game.  
Tiles A and B begin taking damage. 

Advance damage marker to the next 
number for tiles that are already 
damaged.

2. Increase Damage

2

1
A

Example:
Board will rotate two 
dots clockwise and 
position 2 will directly 
face the shield.

Rotate the center board clockwise the number of dots 
equal to Perpetuity’s level (A).

1. Advance orbit

At the end of the game round, Perpetuity recalls all 
it’s avatars and performs the following preparation 
for the next round.

Give the 1st player token to the next 
clockwise player.

4. Advance 1st player

Collect each resource 
shown on the player 
board.

2. Collect income

3. Research and upgrades
When a research card or an upgrade tile is 
missing, draw another tile and fill open spot.

1. Collect workers or overtime
Workers on main board can choose to return or perform 
overtime:

Overtime:
Instead of returning to staff quarters, workers in the 
Nebula, Asteroids or Colonies can perform overtime.  
Overtime is started with the 1st player and moves 
clockwise:

Discard 1 food for each worker 
performing overtime.  Collect 1 
resource from area worked 
(fuel in Nebula, food in Colonies, 
ore in Asteroids).

Place the worker on one 
of the 3 shuttles for the 
next round.

Return:
Workers return to staff quarters or the bridge of their ship.

+1

INCOME

Example: Collect 1 ore.

Example: 
Worker collects 1 ore and 
chooses to stay on the 
Asteroid shuttle.

When not missing, discard the right-most tile 
or card.  Move remaining tiles or cards to the 
right and draw a new tile or card for the open 
spot.

Mortal players have a few things to do at the 
end of each game round.

16
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FOR PERPETUITY

If game counter is full, Perpetuity increases by 1 level.  
Do the following:

6. Increase Perpetuity

Example:
Perpetuity is 
now level 3.

1. Clear the counter.

2. Add energy marker to Perpetuity 
    to indicate new level.

3. Draw damage tiles equal to Perpetuity’s level and place 
    with matching work tiles.  Add energy and warning 
    markers.

Place an energy marker on 
the game counter.

A

B

C

E

D

F

Draw top planet card.  Take action 
based on how Perpetuity is being 
played:

5. Destroy protector

Remove matching protector.  Damage shield equal to 
Perpetuity’s level if planet is adjacent to the shield (see 
#4).  Otherwise draw top damage tile and place it on the 
board with its markers.

Damage only

Remove matching protector.  Damage shield equal to 
Perpetuity’s level if planet is adjacent to the shield  (see 
#4).  Otherwise draw a matching force card and place it 
in the first open spot according to the diagram 
beginning at A:

Automated

Disregard protector on the planet card and choose any 
remaining protector on the matching planet.  Choose one of 
the following actions:

Example:
Order of force card 
placement when 
Perpetuity is played 
with cards only.

Damage shield (see #4) or draw top damage tile and 
place on the board with markers.  Discard protector.  

Place protector on the center of the game board to raise 
the level of Perpetuity for 1 round.  Reclaim protector 
next round, unlock a force card and return Perpetuity to 
its normal level.
Unlock a force card matching the protector and add the 
card to your hand.

Dedicated player

Remove energy markers from the shield equal to the level 
of Perpetuity.  Place removed energy markers near shield 
for recharging later.

If no energy markers remain on the shield:

All space station work tiles take damage immediately.  
Place or advance damage accordingly.

4. Damage shield

When no energy markers remain and 
no artifact is reserved, flip shield over 
to reverse side.

Deactivate shield

When no energy remains and an artifact has been 
reserved, discard the artifact and restore energy 
markers that have not been discarded.

Recharge shield
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Only workers, resources, ships and artifacts that 
make it back to the space station (i.e. the player 
board) are counted towards score.

Fuel in your ship tank counts if the ship has 
returned to your player board.

Ore used to indicate the hull strength does not 
count as a resource.

1 point per 3 
resources

1 point 
each

1 point 
each

2 points 
each

3 points 
each

5 points 
each

7 points 
each

15 points 
each

Points:

COMPETITIVE SCORING

Perpetuity
Completed all missions.

Finished game with highest score 
without Perpetuity winning.

Rescued all aliens without losing any villages 
or workers before Perpetuity wins.

Competitive

Cooperative

Completed all missions before Perpetuity 
completes its missions.

Solo player

Scoring guidelines:

THE W INNER

Alien villages

Missions

No one is left to be rescued.
Any are lost in Cooperative game.

Perpetuity or Solo player 
completes them all.

Planets

All 4 work tiles of the space 
station are destroyed.

All 4 have been destroyed.

Space station

THE END

ENDING THE GAME
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The research station in the Nebula provides access to research cards.  Worker can 
purchase a single card per round for 1 food and 1 ore, or draw cards equal to the worker 

level and purchase 1.

Can be used to save a 
single resource on any 
single transaction 
during a round.

Changes original 
immunity, so only a 
single immunity is 
active at a time.  All 
workers share new 
immunity.

Card is discarded 
when alien village is 
loaded.  When 
unloaded, ship returns 
to normal capacity.

Can be done for a roll 
with any number of 
dice.

Can be used on any 
roll type, skill, 
discover or 
mischief.

Can be any worker of 
any level.  Worker still 
keeps immunity 
granted by player 
board.

Card is not active 
when turned over 
and Perpetuity 
must use an action 
to turn it back over.

Shield is recharged to 
full strength without 
using an artifact or 
restored if shield has 
failed.

Does not apply to 
space station tiles.

Works with any tile 
on any board.  Will 
work even if work 
tile has multiple 
workers.

Each round, a single 
income can collect 
any resource of your 
choice.

Take from the general 
supply and place in 
your warehouse.

To be used when a 
work tile is upgraded.  
If an unclaimed 
upgrade was already 
done, use immediately 
and add income to 
player board.

When used with a 
level 3 worker, skill 
roll still fails on the 
red X.

When used on a space 
station tile, the tile is 
repaired but not 
removed from the 
game.

Perpetuity completes 
all other end of round 
actions.

Can be used only 
once per round by a 
single worker for a 
single upgrade.

RESEARCH
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PERPETUITY

Move any artifact 
in the game to a 
planet of your 
choice.

Survive attempt to 
have a force card 
disabled.

Sacrifice a 
protector and use 
to cause damage.

Unlock a level 3 
force card.

Unlock levels 1-3 
in two force 
trees.

Unlock an 
additional avatar.

Remove an 
energy marker 
from the shield 
and discard it.

Unlock and use a 
level 6 card.

Destroy any 4 
work tiles.

Perpetuity 
reaches level 5.

Unlock and use 
two level 6 cards.

MISCHIEF

AGGRESSIVE PROTECTIVE

CURIOUS

Perpetuity begins the game with 2 or 3 missions.  The game is won by Perpetuity if all the missions are completed.  
When a mission is completed and revealed, the Power Shift on the card can be used once per game.

Perpetuity begins the game with 2 or 3 missions.  The game is won by Perpetuity if all the missions are completed.  
When a mission is completed and revealed, the Power Shift on the card can be used once per game.

Pickup all active 
force cards, 
shuffle and place 
anywhere.

Move any active 
force card to 
another location.

Worker re-rolls if 
they successfully 
disable a force 
card.

Swap any two 
work tiles on the 
main board.

Move up to 4 alien 
villages from one 
planet to another.

Recover a 
previous protector 
and use it again.

Choose any 
remaining planet 
card and absorb 
the protector.

Unlock an 
additional avatar.

Unlock an 
additional avatar.

Unlock an 
additional avatar.

Have 3 active 
force cards in 
play.

Collapse the 
space station 
shield.

Destroy 2 work 
tiles with a single 

strike.

Have active force 
cards in all planet 

areas.

Reach 10 lost 
resources on the 
planets.

Destroy a work 
tile.

Unlock all level 2 
force cards.

Block a tile, 
periphery area 
and a planet.

Advance the 
system orbit 5 to 
8 movements.

Draw an 
additional planet 
card and perform 
actions.

Recover a 
discarded force 
card and put it in 
your hand.
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PERPETUITY

All fuel in 
warehouse is 
converted into a 
single artifact.21

TIME GRAVITY SPACE MATTER

As Perpetuity absorbs the damaged protectors around the planets, it grows in it’s ability to use Gravity, Time, Space 
and Matter to influence the system

FORCE CARDS

+

+-

-

+

-

3

21

+1

?

BROKEN1

ROTTEN LUCK2

FRAIL3

FREEZE4

ESCALATE5

Tile is disabled 
and cannot be 
used.

Food is discarded 
based on 
Perpetuity's level.

Worker loses 
one level.

Worker loses a 
turn.

Perpetuity gains 
an extra level.

FAREW ELL6
All players 
discard their 
lowest worker. 

PRODUCE1

TILE DAMAGE2

TILE COST3

INTENSIFY4

PRODUCE 25

Production is 
reduced by 
Perpetuity's 
level.

Damage or 
advance a single 
work tile.

Cost increases 
based on 
Perpetuity’s level.

Worker rolls 1 
more or less 
dice.  Perpetuity’s 
choice.

Production 
decreases and 
cost increases 
based on 
Perpetuity's level.

FIRESTORM6
All work tiles in a 
periphery are 
damaged.

MISSING1

VISION2

W ARP3

BLURRED4

MISSING5

Resources are 
moved to a 
planet based on 
Perpetuity’s 
level.

Resources 
become invisible 
based on 
Perpetuity’s level.

Worker or ship 
are transported 
to a location of 
Perpetuity’s 
choice.

All artifacts 
become invisible 
and cannot be 
used.

All ships become 
invisible and 
cannot be used.

EXODUS6
All resources are 
discarded.

MORPH1

DISSOLVE2

DIGRESS3

INVERT4

TW IST5

Resources are 
changed to 
another 
resource.

Resources are 
discarded based 
on Perpetuity’s 
level.

Tile returns to 
Side A and 
income is 
disabled while 
card is active.

Tile cost 
becomes the 
production and 
vice versa.

All ships hull 
strength 
converts  into fuel 
and is placed in 
the cargo hold.

MELTDOW N6



90-120 Minutes Ages 12 and up1-5 Players

The Immersive version of Perpetuity builds on the core game by adding several key 
features and components to give the game more depth and dimension.

Summary of changes

Building an outpost

Building an outpost cont.

Using an outpost

Outposts
Players must establish outposts on the planets and 
use workers to survey, explore, collect and negotiate 
to prepare alien villages to be rescued.

Game setup
Setup game as shown on pages 4-5, but skip step 13.

Worker power suits
Workers can purchase power suits from 
the shipyard for 2 ore to temporarily 
increase their level and skill.  Power suits 
are discarded at the end of the round.

Negotiations
Players negotiate with different alien villages by 
offering gifts while balancing limited resources.

In competitive play, other players can attempt to 
re-negotiate and entice alien villages to follow them.

Collect a single resource for each level 
of the worker.
OR Roll a single discover die (       ) when 
an artifact is on the planet.  A successful 
roll with an icon gains an artifact.

Outpost boards have 3 work tiles that can be used by any 
of your workers on the planet (including those in your ship).

COLLECT

BA

Place outpost tile (A) with player marker (    ) and 
survey markers (       ) on the planet.  Place a 
matching planet board (B) next to the player board 
with a new level 1 worker (    ).  Collect 1 of each 
resource and place in the outpost.  Worker is not 
active in the current round.

3. Build outpost

Use the Comms Array to establish an outpost.  
Workers have two options when building:

Survey markers indicate areas on the planet where alien 
villages were detected and where exploring should be done.!

2. Contact planet

Outpost with 1
survey marker

Outpost with 2
survey markers

1. Choose a planet
Planet can have a maximum of 2 outposts.  Planet 
must be in range of the work tile.

Establish an outpost by using the Comms 
Array in the Space station or Asteroids.
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Negotiations

Example 1:

Example 2:

No villages discovered, survey 
marker remains and turn ends.

In a competitive game, keep the survey marker (         )
for points at the end of the game.

!

C
B

A

Discover dice found 2 alien villages (A).  Risk dice found a single 
artifact (B).  Draw 2 random alien meeples and 1 artifact and 
place on the planet (C).  Remove survey marker.

EXPLORE
Survey markers (       ) represents areas 
you can explore to find alien villages and 
artifacts.  To explore, roll 2 discover dice 
(      ) and all 3 risk (      ) dice:

Leverage resources to convince aliens 
to enter your outpost and prepare for 
rescue. (see Negotiations)

NEGOTIATE

Each type of alien village is unique, and each requires a 
different approach to prepare them for rescue.  Only alien 
villages that are in your outpost can be transported off the 
planet.

Use the Negotiate button to convince an alien village to 
prepare for rescue:

Believers do not require an offering.  Use the 
negotiate button and move them into the outpost.

Skeptics require an offering of one or more resource(s) 
matching their affinity.

Zealots require an artifact as a gift.  They will then 
negotiate in the same manner as Skeptics, except they 
will accept any mix of resources for an offering.

1. Choose an alien village and an appropriate offering:

2. Negotiations automatically succeed when working with 
    Believers or when 4 or more resources are offered.

3. When offering less than 4 resources, roll a discover die for 
    each offering.  One or more successful die indicates 
    negotiations were successful.

Example 2:
Offered 2 ore.  Rolled 1 discover 
die for each ore offered.  No 
successful dice, negotiations failed.

Example 1:
Offered 3 fuel.  Rolled 1 discover 
die for each fuel offered.  One die 
was successful, negotiations 
succeeded.

a. Discard artifact if negotiating with Zealots.
b. No resources are lost. Return resources to 
    original location (outpost or warehouse).
c. Worker’s turn is complete.

If negotiations are not successful:

a. Place the alien meeple on an open 
    slot on the outpost tile (1,2,3).

If negotiations are successful:

b. Place offered resources on the matching 1,2, or 3 
    where resources are located (warehouse and/or 
    outpost).

c. Discard artifact if negotiating with Zealots.

Example:
1 fuel is offered from the outpost 
and 2 from the warehouse.

!
Place collected item(s) in the outpost.  
Item(s) remain in the outpost until 
loaded onto a ship.

HOW  TO PLAY
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